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Pilots Name (front)__________________________ Type Style________

Pilots Name (spine)_________________________ Type Style _______
Cover title – please choose one

Canadian Forces

or

Royal Canadian Air Force

Leather color
circle one
Royal Blue, Dark blue, Maroon, Black
Wings
Metal or Cloth
(supplied by pilot)
Ribs on Spine
Yes
No
Ribbons
Yes
No
How Many
________
Paper Pocket
Yes
No
Perforated pages
Yes
No
We insert about 5 blank pages in 4 random spots throughout the book.
Shipping
Please circle yes or no where applicable
GST @
PST @

----------

Contact info:
Name
________________________

Street

---------Total
______
________________________

City

________________________

Province

________________________

Postal code ________________________

Phone #

________________________

e-mail

______________________________

Rebinding
Monographs
Periodicals
Bibles

Edition binding
Leather books
Diploma cases
Plastic Lamination

Menu Covers
Ring Binders
Post Binders
Chicago Screw Binders

Foil stamping
Library Supplies
Cards, Pockets
Shelving
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Rebinding

Production – It generally takes about 5 – 7 days in house to produce your pilots log book.
A Log book normally consists of 1 original and 1 blank log book (about 1 1/2" thick), In talking
to pilots over the years 2 books is generally more then they will fly. To bind these we remove
the existing sewing and glue the pages together. If type is written to close to the binding side
we can lose some type.
The purpose of the perforated pages is to allow you to remove some pages to accommodate
for the bulk created by pictures glued into the book.
The ribbon is a page marker
The pocket at the back is useful to hold loose pages and is made of a strong material.
We normally mount the wings onto the front of the book, using the prongs. This insures they
are firmly held in place. We can mount cloth wings, however glues do not hold well to cloth
and with the oil from the leather overtime these can come off and need to be re-glued on.
Please supply the blank books and wings as we do not have access to either.
The foil stamping type styles are for stamping the Pilots Name.
Out of town orders are generally sent through Canada Post.
The books are tracked so you are assured of delivery.
Payment is by Cash or Cheque or email money transfer, when the books are picked up or
completed.
Please note that the Navy Blue leather is quite dark and may look black unless you put it
beside some black leather.
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